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How do you dress if your favourite designer is 
Schiaparelli and  your ideal shop is a French 

flea market? Like this star stylist. By Isabel Best

catherine Baba opens the door to her flat in  
a silk dressing gown, cigarette in a holder, looking like 
Greta Garbo and Marlene dietrich rolled into one. 
‘daaaarling, you’re all wet!’ she cries.  Outside it’s 
freezing, and raining in sheets. From inside, comes  
a waft of  spices, leather and amber. 

catherine Baba is a stylist, but that’s like saying 
christian Louboutin makes shoes. she’s worked for 
Balmain and Givenchy, styled editorial for Dazed & 
Confused, created a collection for couture jeweller 
Gripoix and been nominated for a césar (the 
French Oscar) for her costume designs. she’s 
become the star of  street-style blogs; in her 
trademark heels she cycles everywhere, a vintage 
kimono flapping round her shoulders, bangles 
riding up her arms, belts cinching in her waist, 
sunglasses obscuring her eyes and a turban 
crowning her head. her cocktail of  1920s and 
1930s references, spiced with a shot of  studio 54 and 
a twist of  Guy Bourdin, has been credited with 
influencing Marc Jacobs and Frida Giannini.

From the way she talks – a noël-coward-era 
drawl punctuated with French; ‘J’adoooooore!’ – to the 
way she moves, she is every inch the silver-screen 
siren manqué. You’d never guess she was Australian. 
Facts are hard to establish. Take her surname, which 
is and isn’t real; it was a nickname her grandfather  
was given in the army. And her Myspace page says 
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left: Baba  
wears 1930s  
silk kimono  
with her own 
line of jewellery 
for Gripoix
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left: dress by 
Yves Saint 
laurent and 
jewellery from 
Baba’s range  
for Gripoix

Below: vintage  
Yves Saint 
laurent jacket 
with embroidery 
inspired by 
Schiaparelli

catherine baba’s 
pick of paris…
1. Chez Sarah, Passage Lecuyer, 
enq chezsarah.fr, and Les 
Merveilles de Babellou, Marché 
Paul Bert, enq babellou-vintage.
fr, both at Puces de St-Ouen – 
‘Vintage specialists; helped 
me source costumes for My 
Little Princess.’ 2. Nouvelle 
Affaire, 5 rue Debellyme, enq 
nouvelleaffaire.com – ‘Divine 
concept pocket couture 
boutique.’ 3. Jovoy, 4 rue de 
Castiglione, enq jovoyparis.
com ‘J’adore the cire 
trudon candles and 
perfume by electimuss.’

she’s 76, which perhaps says more about her preferred 
decades than her own vintage. 

her flat in the city’s bohemian ninth arrondissement 
brings about the same time-warp sensation you get 
meeting baba. the hall is stuffed with vintage fur 
coats; hats are piled high on chinoiserie commodes.

as for her closet: ‘once you go in, you never come 
out,’ she warns. it’s the dressing-up box of  your 
dreams. almost everything she wears is vintage – 
Lanvin and alaïa the few exceptions. 1970s Yves 
saint Laurent dresses jostle with 1930s gowns. 
Velvets and silks hang next to intricate embroidery 
and exquisite prints.  then there are the 
colours: deep reds, jade green and 
bullet blue, her favourite. 

baba insists she has ‘no rules! i go 
with feeling.’ While fluttering silk layers 
are a trademark – ‘i love to take flight!’ 
– she can also do tailored: ‘i love alaïa. 
i love structure.’ her clothes are 
personalities. of  a 1930s pair of  
jodhpurs she says, ‘she’s been really 
good to me when i need to run.’

it’s hard to picture baba running, 
since she only wears heels – 6in ones at 
that. ‘in flats i feel like i’m falling 
backwards,’ she explains. then there’s 
the accessories: myriad bangles, 
earrings, pendants – ‘more is never 
enough!’ she pinpoints finding a 1920s 
cecil beaton photo of  nancy cunard, 
the heiress, as ‘the first time i fell in love 
with overabundance’. cecil beaton 
isn’t her only formative reference. an 
insomniac since childhood, baba became infatuated 
with the other-worldly glamour of  black-and-white 
movies shown in the small hours, triggering a desire 
to ‘fly away to a faraway destination’. Which is how 
she arrived in paris.

hollywood’s golden age provided escapist 
fantasies during economic crisis. perhaps that’s why 
baba’s style feels so fresh now: don’t we all need a little 
fantasy in our lives? and if  we can find it in a flea 
market, what more is there to say than, ‘J’adore!’?  np
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